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LOEWE FOUNDATION Craft Prize 2021
 
The LOEWE FOUNDATION Craft Prize was launched 
in 2016 with one clear goal: to cast a new light on 
contemporary craftsmanship. Over the subsequent 
four editions, the prize has continually evolved to 
reflect our dynamic, rapidly changing world. 

Conceived by LOEWE’s creative director, Jonathan 
Anderson, the prize aims to acknowledge the vital 
importance of craft in today’s culture while paying 
tribute to the LOEWE’s beginnings as a collective 
of artisans in 1846. ‘Craft is the essence of LOEWE,’ 
says Jonathan Anderson. ‘As a house, we are about 
craft in the purest sense of the word. That is where 
our modernity lies, and it will always be relevant.’ 

Reaping the rewards of this mission, the LOEWE 
FOUNDATION Craft Prize 2021 brings together 
an exciting array of works by a diverse assembly 
of artists.

The finalists were chosen from nearly 3,000 
submissions representing more than 100 countries: 
craft-makers of all ages, cultures, and disciplines. 
A panel of 10 experts convened in Madrid for two 
days to discuss the selection, seeking to identify 
the most outstanding works in terms of technical 
accomplishment, skill, innovation and artistic vision.

The resulting finalists’ work is assembled by the 
LOEWE FOUNDATION Craft Prize Exhibition 2021, 
presenting the opportunity to appraise each artist’s 
creation on an equal stage. From ceramics and 
glassware to textiles, furniture, and jewellery, 
each intricate artwork encapsulates excellence, 
innovation, and embedded narratives. A probing, 
conscientious line of artistic enquiry, paired with 
a daring mastery of methods and materials, is a 
hallmark of distinction shared by all.

What emerges with the fourth edition of the LOEWE 
FOUNDATION Craft Prize is an invigorating portrait 
of global craft today. Across all disciplines, we see 
a brave collective impetus to experiment with 
and reimagine the scope of craft, driven forwards 
by individual artists determined to safeguard the 
past while forging an energetic path ahead. 

About LOEWE

Created in Spain in 1846, LOEWE has been 
established as one of the world’s major luxury 
houses for over 175 years. Since 2013, under 
LOEWE’s creative director, Jonathan Anderson, 
the brand has started a new chapter, presenting 
itself to the world as a house focused on craft 
and culture; evidenced through an intellectual 
yet playful approach to fashion, bold and vibrant 
Spanish lifestyle, and unmatched expertise 
in leather. 

LOEWE has a rich legacy of craftsmanship dating 
back to its beginnings as a collective workshop and 
has long valued artisanal techniques in its approach 
to design and manufacture. These core values are 
reflected in the brand’s belief in the importance of 
craft in today’s culture, its modern interpretations of 
historical artistic achievements and its commitment
to supporting contemporary art, craft and culture 
around the world.
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A Little Space to Live, 2019
Cotton, wool, silk, canvas, wood
700 × 50 × 1000 mm (both tapestries)

Afsaneh Modiramani

Intertwining her creative journey with learnings from 
the past, weaver Afsaneh Modiramani studied Persian 
handicrafts at the Art University of Isfahan. Motivated 
by a sense of duty to preserve her craft, her intuitive 
approach threads decoration with abstraction, 
embracing the tattered while celebrating colour.
She is the recipient of awards from the World Crafts 
Council and UNESCO.

Inspired by the nocturnal view of one of her city’s 
imposing towers, Modiramani weaves her evolving 
feelings about the changing cityscape into this 
abstract tapestry. A flourish of green represents 
receding wildlife; a warning of what is being lost. 
As a whole, the piece muses on the challenge 
of forming an emotional connection to our 
ever-changing environment.

Born 1967 in Tehran, Iran.



‘Like Water Uphill’ from Crucible series, 2019
Earthenware, porcelain clay, ceramic glaze 
250 × 250 × 380 mm

Anthony Marsh

For over three decades, ceramicist Anthony Marsh 
has been exploring themes around creation, 
abundance, fertility, procreation, and death. With 
a career that has seen over 25 solo exhibitions in 
the United States, Asia, and Europe, his work belongs 
to 35 major museums and public collections, among 
them the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York 
and the Taipei Ceramics Museum in Taiwan. Marsh 
also oversees a university ceramics programme at 
the California State University in Southern California.

A layered exploration of the boundaries between 
nature and culture, intuitive wisdom and scientific 
knowledge, these cylindrical vessels are the 
culmination of the artisan’s decade-long path
of discovery. By subjecting each cylinder to the 
repetitive application of materials and multiple 
firings, the technique embraces unpredictability 
as part of the process. Over time, unknowable 
outcomes manifest as textured topographical 
surfaces, revealing how imagined allusions 
to geographical phenomena are realised 
by succumbing to the arcane 
power of the elements.

Born 1954 in California, United States.



Fence, 2019
Porcelain
Varying dimensions, 230 × 230 × 180 mm (most)

Bodil Manz

Danish ceramicist Bodil Manz studied at the Royal 
Danish Academy School of Arts and Crafts and 
Berkeley University. In 1967, she founded a workshop 
with fellow artisan Richard Manz. A member of the 
International Academy of Ceramics and a recipient 
of the Life Long Grant of the Danish Arts Foundation, 
in 2007 she was awarded the Grand Prize at the 4th 
World Ceramic Biennial.

A commentary on the fences encountered in the 
everyday, Manz encourages us to take a view from 
contrasting perspectives. Working with a graphic 
approach, the porcelain cylinders are illuminated 
with piercing light, making the work visible in three 
dimensions. The translucent surface provides the 
opportunity to decorate both sides simultaneously, 
taking each side’s different visual story and uniting 
it with a cohesive narrative. Both the process and 
the finished piece expose the need to look beyond 
the barriers of division in order to enrich 
one’s perspective. 

Born 1943 in Hoerve, Denmark.



Habits of the Blindness, 2018
Old fabrics, wood, acrylic, acrylic paint
Varying dimensions

Carla Garcia Durlan

An accomplished jewellery designer, Durlan 
graduated from Barcelona’s Escola Massana in 2005. 
Informed by a devotion to painting, illustration and 
the allure of the object, her contemporary creations 
have been exhibited nationally and internationally.

Musing on the state of modern society, these 
jewellery pieces were conceived as fragmented 
visions of the overlooked. Constructed from once-
discarded fabrics and wood, Durlan challenges the 
perception of waste, which accumulates on our 
streets like sad still lifes—a phenomenon that 
she believes alludes to the abandonment 
of struggle. These pieces exist as a call 
to evoke the memories of our modern 
landscape, acknowledging the 
myriad victims of our past 
and present.

Born 1987 in Barcelona, Spain.



Whole Hole, 2019
Mvuli wood, rubber, stainless steel
630 × 1980 × 1980 mm

Darshana Raja

Educated in the UK, including a Master’s in Ceramics 
& Glass at The Royal College of Art, Raja is known 
for her bespoke wash basins, furniture and fittings. 
Upon moving back to Kenya in 2009, her broad 
repertoire of favoured materials expanded into 
wood, which she uses to explore ideas on 
movement and transience.

The intertwining geometric structure of this large-
scale wall hanging unfolds like an elegy to the beauty 
of living trees. By opting to source old, discarded 
wood for the piece, Raja lays bare her belief that 
felling trees for her art has become increasingly 
unjustifiable. Assembling her repurposed material 
in a precise, controlled configuration, the boldly 
curved structure speaks to the artist’s joy 
in returning the once inert wooden sticks
to a state of beauty. The resulting 
arrangement is both rhythmic 
and lyrical; a testament 
to the artist’s ethical
standing.

Born 1973 in Nairobi, Kenya.



Desértico II, 2019
Copper wire, epoxy resin
280 × 500 × 400 mm

David Corvalán

Corvalán studied at the University of Antofagasta 
and completed both his Masters and PHD at the 
Complutense University of Madrid, before moving 
to the Atacama Desert where he now lives and 
works. Known for employing slow yet meticulous 
creative processes, his use of discarded 
manufacturing materials has always been intended
to highlight consumerist excess. In 2018, he was 
awarded Calama’s prestigious Gold Medal for 
Citizen Merit in Arts and Culture.

Possessing the allure of an artefact from a distant 
era, this piece is loaded with ancestral and political 
messaging. Part of a series of geomorphological 
sculptures inspired by the Atacama Desert, the 
artist brings attention to the way commercial 
greed motivates industrial mining and how 
the depletion of the geographic environment 
modifies ancestral practices. Fashioned from 
copper wire and resin, the petrified wood-like
surface carries an ephemeral brightness; 
a representation of the fragility of the 
beauty that surrounds us while 
evidencing how human 
behaviour imperils 
natural wonder.

Born 1979 in Calama, Chile.



Echoes, 2018-2019
Cherry, walnut, ash, graphite, ink, cotton
Varying dimensions

Despo Sophocleous

The creations of Sophocleous, who was schooled 
in jewellery design and metalsmithing, form part of 
the permanent collections of Germany’s Die Neue 
Sammlung, The Netherlands’ CODA Museum, and 
South Korea’s Pureun Culture Foundation. Time, 
place, and movement are recurring themes in 
her work.

This three-part jewellery series explores the 
relationship between memory and permanency. 
The constructed forms are born from ideas 
contemplated during long walks around the city. 
Made from cherry, walnut and ash, each necklace 
is carefully fabricated and composed of several 
interlocked elements: invoking the embedded 
history within the wood while giving consideration
to the hollow spaces between: each is filled 
with layers of memory. 

Born 1977 in Halifax, Canada.



Edu Tarín

The son of jewellers, Tarín was trained at his family 
workshop by specialised goldsmiths and hand 
engravers. With further university training garnered 
in Germany, including a Master’s in Fine Arts 
at the Hochschule Trier, he continues to develop
his work while exploring new technologies as an 
independent maker.

Hewn from an array of gemstones, these wearable 
pieces are inspired by the dichotomies of dealing 
with natural materials. Created with expert 
appreciation and comprehension of each stone, 
a singular artefact is transformed into plural 
representations of itself. With each piece, 
the artisan reveals the interconnected outcome 
of transforming emptiness into content. Then, 
through the application of different colours 
to the stone, Tarín dresses each piece with 
a chromatic skin, highlighting the limits of its 
structure. This jewellery is a gentle reminder 
that only through quietness can the sounds 
of the past be heard.

Born 1984 in Valencia, Spain.

G0, 2018-2019
Malachite, tiger’s eye, lapis lazuli, aluminium, nylon
Varying dimensions



SHE, 2016
Cotton, wood
6000 × 550 × 3000 mm

Fanglu Lin

Motivated by the need to salvage fading traditions 
and folkways of China’s Bai minority, designer Fanglu 
Lin was educated in China, Germany and Japan. 
Her work has been exhibited in Shanghai and Beijing, 
and in 2016 she won both the Young Designer of the 
Year and the Innovative Brand of the Year at Beijing’s 
China Building Decoration Association Awards.

This sprawling wall installation stands as an 
homage to the unsung artistry of the Bai women. 
The culmination of years of in-depth research and 
shared experiences with the Bai people of the 
Yunnan province, the immense size of the work 
alludes to the significant impact the collaboration 
had on the artist. Imbued with contemporary 
flourishes, Lin brings the labour-intensive life of 
the rice fields to the fore, hoping to cast new light 
on women who possess a unique artistic vision
—one that has been guided by tie-dying 
techniques that stretch back over 
a thousand years.

Born 1989 in Beijing, China.



‘Carpel: Earth Matters’, comprised of ‘Sky Matter (Space)’ and ‘Earth Matter (Speck)’, 2019 
Stoneware ceramic
500 × 450 × 230 mm, 45 × 45 × 45 mm

Hyejeong Kim

A Korean artist born in Japan, Kim’s move back to her 
homeland at the age of 11 informed her identity as 
a creator. Discovering ceramics at EWHA’s College 
of Art & Design in Seoul, she continued her training 
in both Tokyo and the UK, interweaving the ceramic 
cultures from Northeast Asia and Britain into her 
own unique work.

A vessel whose fragile form is reminiscent of 
something found on the forest floor, Earth Matters 
is an ode to the cyclical essence of the natural 
universe. Part of the artist’s Carpel series, deriving 
its name from the oculi and reproductive organ of 
flowering plants, Kim is guided by the synchronicity 
between the way the sun affects foliage and the 
earth influences roots, each realm interacting in 
continuum. Channelling a similar cycle into 
the clay, the emerging form is guided by 
centripetal and centrifugal forces that 
shape the ceramics inside and out. 
Kim’s pieces are rounded 
reflections of the unseen 
forces that shape 
our world.

Born 1969 in Tokyo, Japan.



Guardian Vessel, 2019
Porcelain, copper carbonate
340 × 340 × 360 mm

Jack Doherty

Working as an artist, maker, lecturer and curator, 
Doherty was made Honorary Fellow of the Craft 
Potters Association in 2019. His creations were 
selected for the first Irish Contemporary Ceramics 
Collection at the Hunt Museum in Limerick, across 
Europe and in Japan and China. He currently works 
independently from his studio in Cornwall.

Intrigued and inspired by the potency of archetypal 
vessels from prehistory, Doherty poses questions 
about the changing life of objects once wedded to 
practical and ritualistic life. The vessel’s multi-hued 
patina, effected through a process of soda-firing the 
porcelain, produces an almost otherworldly finish. 
The artist aims to challenge the concept of function, 
creating an object that straddles the line between 
art and utensil. Existing as a container of emotion, 
the nuanced surface colour and shape connects 
onlookers to the spiritual realm of past and present.

Born 1948 in Co Derry, Ireland.



Greater-Than, 2019 
Staples, steel, 14K gold
20 × 100 × 100 mm

Jess Tolbert

With a Master of Fine Arts in Jewelry and Metal
at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, 
Tolbert explores the relationship between everyday 
objects, labour, and the built environment. Head of 
the Jewelry and Metalsmithing programme at the 
University of Texas, El Paso, her work is exhibited 
around the world.

This brooch of enmeshed staples is a perspective-
shifting composition of the re-purposed product. 
Drawn to the staple’s recognisable form and the 
repetitive movements of everyday use, Tolbert 
replicates the actions of layering and systematic 
construction in order to highlight the invisible 
workers that manufacture mass-produced materials. 
However, the resulting pattern and piece eschews 
the protocols of mass-production by creating 
something that is unique. By extending the 
brooch’s purpose into the realm of art 
and beauty, she bestows it with 
infinite possibilities.

Born 1985 in Texas, United States.



Jessica Loughlin

Loughlin’s quiet, understated approach to kiln-formed 
glass is guided by a fascination with the beauty of 
emptiness. With two decades of experience, her 
work is included in the permanent collections of 
the National Gallery of Australia, the Glass Museum 
in Denmark, the Victoria and Albert Museum in the 
UK and the Musée de Design et d’Arts Appliqués 
Contemporains in Switzerland. She has exhibited 
in Australia and internationally, winning numerous 
awards including the Fuse Glass Prize in 2018. 

This opaline glass piece examines ideas around 
nature and perception. Fascinated by distance and a 
sense of open space, Loughlin drew inspiration from 
the deserts and salt lakes of Australia where sparsity 
converts light into landscape. Using kiln-formed 
glass, the fine molecules ingrained in the material 
reflect blue light while re-transmitting the warmer 
colour spectrum. While the piece appears white, 
at first glance, colours emerge and evolve 
throughout the day. 

Born 1975 in Melbourne, Australia.

                 
Receptor of light IX, 2018
Glass
62 × 645 × 446 mm



Mitosis, 2019
Optical glass
360 × 340 × 220 mm

Jiyong Lee

Glass artisan Jiyong Lee’s work has been exhibited 
around the world. Recent highlights include the 
KOREA NOW exhibition at the Musée des Arts 
Décoratifs in Paris and an acquisition by the Barry 
Art Museum in Virginia, USA. Based in Carbondale, 
Illinois, he is also a prolific teacher, having shared his 
unique vision and knowledge at schools in Ireland, 
France and Australia. His glass work has been 
awarded numerous prizes including the Bavarian 
State Prize at the Munich International Trade Fair.

This translucent, compartmentalised work of glass 
stands as a metaphor for the interconnected building 
blocks of life. Inspired by the science of a single 
cell, the artist replicates the exponential cycle of 
division that gives life to more complex forms. 
The translucency of the optical glass evokes an 
almost mystical quality, providing a metaphor for 
scientific unknowns. Conjoined yet segmented, 
the geometrical forms are reminiscent of nascent 
lifeforms such as cells and embryos, but also 
touch on the complexity of biological and 
molecular structures—a multifaceted 
statement on the genesis of life 
and the building blocks 
that perpetuate it.

Born 1971 in Seoul, Republic of Korea.



The Labyrinth of Passions, 2016
Silk paper
2800 × 120 × 2600 mm

Joël Andrianomearisoa

The work of artist Joël Andrianomearisoa, who lives 
and works between Paris and Madagascar, is often 
characterised by abstract narratives. Educated at 
Paris’ École Spéciale d’Architecture, he published 
30 and near-dreams: the matter of dreams in 2012. 
He frequently explores the sounds, sights and smells 
generated by urban life.

This dark, almost brooding wall piece is a multi-
layered meditation on resilience to the wild forces 
of love. With conceptual references to Oscar Wilde’s 
seductive and ultimately poignant love letter 
De Profundis, the artist manifests the impossibility 
of love to reveal itself from ‘the depths’—emotional 
obscurity, death, failure, and disappointment—forces 
that form the unwelcome fabric of contemporary life. 

Born 1977 in Antananarivo, Madagascar.



Chiral, 2017
958 Britannia silver and gold
110 × 250 × 300 mm

Kevin Grey

British silversmith Kevin Grey melds a profound 
appreciation for his material with traditional 
knowledge and new techniques of construction. 
In 2014, he received the prestigious Goldsmiths’ 
Company Award for the third time, having 
previously won the prize in 2010 and in 2012.

Notions of difference within dualities abound 
in this silver vessel’s evocative sculptural form.
Chiral is defined as an object or system that is 
asymmetric, making the structure distinguishable 
from its mirror image. Such a notion is reflected 
in the artist’s own hands; a relationship that exudes 
the qualities of chirality and is fundamental to his 
process and precision-focused production. Fusing 
traditional and contemporary techniques, Grey is
able to manipulate the metal in a way that shapes 
individual pieces into a complex, dramatically 
surfaced form. It illuminates the nuances that 
exist between contrasting forces as well as 
those that may sometimes appear identical.

Born 1967 in Birmingham, United Kingdom.



Fusion 19-07, 2019 
Urushi lacquer, Japanese linden wood, hemp
2100 × 400 × 300 mm

Kohei Ukai

Living and working in the UNESCO designated city of 
crafts, Kanazawa, artist Kohei Ukai was trained at the 
Kanazawa College of Art, specialising in wood crafts 
and lacquerwork. Seeking to celebrate the primitive 
vitality of his materials, Ukai’s work has been featured 
in group and solo exhibitions in Japan and China.

A tribute to patience and the evolution of process, 
this large shard of embellished wood is a vestige of 
both old and new. Inspired by the way seeping tree 
sap creates a protective layer over the outer wood 
through gradual envelopment, Ukai augments this 
effect through repetition. Using the ancient Japanese 
Urushi technique, lacquer is applied to the wood, 
wrapped up and dried. This painstaking process 
of layering is repeated over time, and as the surface 
transforms, it is gradually emboldened with colour 
and luminosity. The dialogue between primitive 
wood and the dynamic qualities of its veneer creates
a perfectly preserved artefact; a testament to the 
power of traditional and time-heavy techniques.

Born 1993 in Aichi, Japan.



Second Surface, 2019
Copper wire, gold leaf
3200 × 1900 × 10 mm

Kyeok Kim

A graduate of Metal Art & Design at Hongik 
University, Kyeok Kim acquired a Master’s degree at 
London’s Royal College of Art in 2006. Her jewellery, 
objects and installations have been shown in over 
80 exhibitions across Europe and Asia, including the 
2015 KOREA NOW exhibition at the Musée des Arts 
Décoratifs in Paris. Her much revered Second Skin 
series is housed at Seoul’s SNU Museum of Arts 
and the National Museum of Modern and 
Contemporary Art. 

A suspended meditation on space, sanctuary and 
time, this installation is laced with wraithlike wonder. 
Knitting metal wires together in a way that emulates 
the division of cells, the emerging patterns are 
reinterpretations of the texture of skin. Woven from 
different points, the lines intersect, overlap, and 
become entangled like memories that grow and 
fade. Expanding ideas about protective layers 
from the body into the spatial realm, Second 
Surface refers to the subtle boundary that 
safeguards and retains the artist’s inner 
world. A manifestation of absence and 
presence, it hangs like a mystical 
membrane; a poignant 
suggestion of the 
fragility of self.

Born 1977 in Seoul, Republic of Korea.



Untitled, 2019
Wood, paint
Varying dimensions, approx. 340 × 340 × 400 mm

Marc Ricourt

First trained as a carpenter, Ricourt taught himself 
woodturning through a combination of practical 
research, books and meetings with other respected 
artisans. Today, his work is featured in prestigious 
private collections, and shown at the Museum of 
Woodturning in Aiguines, France, and the Arizona 
State University Museum.

Ricourt ponders enduring ideas about connection 
with these pod-like pieces. Paying homage to the 
historical significance of the vessel, these ridged 
wooden structures are an expression of dialogue. 
Hewn from wood sourced by the artisan himself, 
he is inspired by natural patterns and structures 
such as seeds and flower pods. Informed by his 
exploration of the relationship between remote 
cultures and contemporary civilisation, Ricourt 
creates a remarkable juxtaposition 
between the new and the familiar. 
The closed vessel is said to 
symbolise withholding the
mysteries of the human 
soul; these pieces 
immortalise this
idea into form. 

Born 1963 in Évreux, France.



Naama Haneman

A silversmith educated both in London at The Sir 
John Cass Faculty of Art, Architecture and Design, 
and in Jerusalem at the Bezazel Academy of Art 
and Design, Naama Haneman specialises in 
jewellery and metalwork. With a focus on shapes 
and the contradictions that emerge from their 
compositions, she has accrued an array of awards 
and her work has been shown across Israel and 
Europe, at London’s Somerset House and Tel Aviv’s 
Biennale of Craft & Design, among others.

These sculptural creations appear like artefacts 
unearthed from an unknown era. Moulding the 
metal with sinuous movements, Haneman channels 
a spectrum of emotions into the beat of her hammer, 
forging an expression of robust equilibrium. Imbued 
with her own inquiry into the juxtaposition of the 
chaos and order that exists in nature, these two 
metallic vessels embody a constant dialogue 
between the external and the internal; 
the seen and the unseen. While 
external elements may appear 
to supersede the internal 
qualities—or vice a versa—
both remain present. 

Born 1987 in Golan Heights, Israel.

Movement, 2019
Sterling silver, patina plated brass
100 × 110 × 130 mm, 90 × 100 × 130 mm 



Policast, 2019
Silver 800, silver 925, fine silver, brass
Varying dimensions

Peter Bauhuis

Educated in jewellery design, Bauhuis worked as 
a goldsmith in London, Friedrichshafen and Munich. 
His work is represented in several public collections 
including London’s Victoria and Albert Museum, 
the Schmuckmuseum of Pforzheim in Germany 
and the National Gallery of Victoria in Australia. 

This series of metallic vessels is a multidimensional 
exploration of elemental interplay. Pouring several 
alloys into his moulds simultaneously, the curlicues 
of liquid metal swirl together before freezing at the 
moment of solidification. The natural process of 
oxidisation is invigorated according to the reactive 
power of the ingredients, creating a contrasting 
mélange of texture, colour, and lustre. Beneath the 
playful patina, which unfurls like a painting of rare 
earth minerals, Bauhuis’ three elegant vessels are 
symbols of strength that brim with telluric wonder.

Born 1965 in Friedrichshafen, Germany.



For: Ottchil Wooden Bowl, 2019
Zelkova wood, ottchil lacquer
220 × 210 × 95 mm

Sukkeun Kang

Kang grew up surrounded by nature in Sokcho-city, 
thus his oeuvre has always been rooted in the natural 
world. With a woodworking career that began in 
1997, he initially focused on designing safe wood toys 
for babies, but has since expanded into decorative 
objects and craft.

A synthesis of practical possibilities and artistic 
sensitivities, this bowl is guided by the unseen rules 
of nature. Made from Zelkova wood, Kang looked to 
the way variable environmental factors such as the 
direction of the sun, location of the branches, and 
shifts in seasonal temperatures shape the uneven 
rings of a tree. Emulating the invisible natural order
in his process, he moves the intangible into the 
material realm, elucidating how the seemingly 
wild forces of nature are regulated by sets 
of rules. Carving the wood to a thickness 
of 3 mm and lacquering the vessel with a 
heat curing method, the asymmetrical 
result rouses the spectator to look 
at nature anew.

Born 1969 in Ulsan, Republic of Korea.



Transition of Traces, 2019
Silver 925 
Varying dimensions

Sungho Cho

Trained in metalwork at Seoul National University,
in contemporary jewellery making in Munich and 
at Florence’s prestigious Alchimia Contemporary 
Jewellery School, Sungho Cho is based in Seoul 
where he works and teaches. His work has been 
acquired by museums such as Amsterdam’s Stedelijk 
Museum and the Alice and Louis Koch Collection at 
the Swiss National Museum in Zurich. In 2013, he 
received Korea’s Best Jeweller of the Year award.

The archaic appearance of this series of silver 
vessels is punctuated by transcendental intimations 
of frailty. Formed from thin strips of silver sheeting, 
Cho casts each vessel with a layer of wax, which 
creates the foundation for applying an intriguing 
visual language. The delicate process—complicated 
by the inherent malleability of his core material—
becomes solidified as outcome, creating crucibles 
that seem to celebrate timelessness while emulating 
time’s fleeting and fragile essence.

Born 1975 in Seoul, Republic of Korea.



Inborn, 2019 
Ottchil (urushi)
370 × 370 × 250 mm

Sungyoul Park

Majoring in the Korean ottchil lacquer technique at 
Pai Chai University, Daejeon, artisan Sungyoul Park 
divides his time between creating, collaborating on 
artistic projects and teaching. He is currently running 
his own workshop focusing on the traditional inlaid 
mother-of-pearl lacquer technique, najeonchilgi.

This multi-hued bowl is an ode to the power of 
ancient tradition reimagined. Radiating the rhythm 
of each brushstroke from the ottchil lacquering 
technique, which produces its own unique colour 
and attributes, Park inverts the protective qualities 
of the traditional method by adding his own formative 
artistry. The resulting bowl emerges as something 
that seems both precarious and ancient but, upon 
closer inspection, is resplendent with colour 
and contemporaneous detail. It endures as a 
polychromatic paean to re-invention within 
sacred disciplines.

Born 1978 in Seoul, Republic of Korea.



Chōtō: Listening to the Waves, 2019  
Stoneware 
540 × 540 × 540 mm

Takayuki Sakiyama

A graduate of Osaka’s University of Arts, in 1987 
Takayuki Sakiyama established the Hidaka-gama kiln 
and has regularly exhibited at museums, galleries, 
and art fairs around the world. Drawing inspiration 
from the sea surrounding the Izu Peninsula where 
he resides, his pieces can be found in New York’s 
Metropolitan Museum of Art and Le Musée National 
de Céramique de Sèvres. 

A swirling love letter to the fluctuating power of the 
sea, this enchanting sculptural vessel is a triumph of 
material mastery and technique. Condensing his own 
observations of the ocean’s ebb and flow into this 
orbicular form, the artist uses a unique sand glaze 
that both invokes and inverts the seabed. The 
overlapping and intertwining brushstrokes 
are a rippled expression of oceanic power. 
However, the artist seeks to remind 
us that even an omnipotent ocean 
can be influenced by 
seasonal forces.

Born 1958 in Shizuoka, Japan.
      



Black Twill Collection, 2019
Glass, wood
230 × 1450 × 920 mm

Tobias Møhl

Having trained as a glassblower at a young age, 
Tobias Møhl studied at the Kunsthåndværkerskolen
in Denmark and the Pilchuck Glass School in 
the United States, developing a fascination with 
Venetian filigrana techniques. A career-long pursuit 
of intersecting traditions with this Scandinavian voice 
has seen his work acquired by museums in Europe 
and the United States, including the Corning 
Museum of Glass in the US, the Museum fur Kunst 
und Gewerbe in Germany and the Museum of 
Decorative Art in Denmark.

Bringing together years of research, experiments 
and material exploration, Møhl evokes botanical 
and biological patterns in his glassblowing process. 
This installation of glass vessels is infused with 
organic configurations reminiscent of leaves or 
feathers caught within spectral silhouettes. 
Illuminated by a light box, the miniscule details 
of each ornament tether these ethereal forms 
to the natural world.

Born 1970 in Ebeltoft, Denmark.



   
Blackness, 2018
Glass
300 × 300 × 240 mm

Veronika Beckh

Artist Veronika Beckh trained in glassblowing at 
Germany’s Glasfachschule, receiving her Master’s 
in Art in Context at the University of the Arts, Berlin, 
in 2008—where she now lives and works. Her work 
often features sensory qualities designed to disrupt 
perception and is frequently featured in exhibitions 
around the world, including Pilchuck Glass School 
in the USA and Ishikawa Exhibition Hall in Japan.

Playing with the polarity between what is within
and without, this absorbing piece of glass is a 
multidimensional query into the abyss. Moulding 
glass into an elliptical vessel with a vortex-like inner 
segment, Beckh draws the gaze into the unknown. 
The deep black colour captures the surroundings 
like a mirror sinking the reflection on its surface 
into nothingness. Through the exploration and 
manipulation of light, the artist creates a mystifying 
feedback loop between surface and core. 
What begins as a notional encounter
with ephemeral ideas is frozen into 
form, only to generate greater 
questions through reflection.

Born 1969 in Berlin, Germany.



The Library Has No Letters II, 2019
Archival red ink on wasli paper
720 × 50 × 560 mm

Waqas Khan

A graduate printmaker, artist Waqas Khan draws 
parallels between biology and an autonomous 
identity, inspired in part by the literature of Sufi poets. 
His works are represented in prestigious public 
collections, including London’s British Museum 
and Victoria & Albert Museum, the Kiran Nadar 
Museum in India and the Deutsche Bank Collection 
in Frankfurt. 

An encoded meditation on patience and 
contentment, this illustrative piece invites us to 
ponder questions that stretch beyond the visible 
world. A drawing that resembles a web-like celestial 
expanse is created through the employment of 
miniscule markings amassing to form a large-scale 
entanglement, illustrating the quest for meaning 
that accumulates over a lifetime. Through the power 
of visual narration, the piece suggests there is 
power beyond the physical realm.

Born 1982 in Lahore, Pakistan.



Xavier Toubes

Having lived and worked in Spain, the Netherlands, 
UK, and the United States, Xavier Toubes’ navigation 
through different cultural perspectives informs 
his viewpoint as a ceramicist. He has taught at 
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,
is currently professor emeritus at the School of 
the Art Institute of Chicago and was involved in
the creation of the European Ceramic Workcentre
in the Netherlands. His work can be found in both 
private and public collections.

Described as a fluttering invention, the frenzied 
appearance of this ceramic work is intended to 
bring density to immaterial forces. By enhancing 
the object’s theatrical and almost absurd energy, 
the artist implies that even a stirring historical event 
can be viewed without being consumed by it. 
While appearing chaotic, the series resonates 
with underlying intent.

Born 1947 in A Coruña, Spain.

‘Cabeza’, ‘Bicho’ and ‘Cloud with Handles’, 2019
Ceramics, glazes
Varying dimensions



Dandelion, 2016
Bamboo stick
580 × 1050 × 450 mm

Yang Gao

Designer and furniture maker Yang Gao honed 
his skills in China and Europe with a Master’s 
at Germany’s Akademie der Bildenden Künste 
München and a PHD from China’s Central Academy 
of Fine Arts. His work has been exhibited in galleries 
and fairs across Europe including Salone del Mobile 
in Italy and IMM Cologne in Germany, also winning 
awards including the Golden Pin Design Award 
at the Taiwan Design Ventre in 2019.

A poignant plea to reconnect with the natural world, 
this piece of furniture emerges as an antidote to 
indifference. Concerned with the growing scale and 
looming threat posed by industrial production, Gao 
reclaims the power of intricate details to recapture 
the attention of his audience. Inserting and occluding 
individual bamboo skewers by hand, the piece 
develops in a natural way, revealing the strength 
and the quality of his materials and handmade 
process. Dandelion is a reminder that, even 
in our fast-paced era, it is important to 
slow down and appraise the smaller, 
less-appreciated aspects of
our surroundings.

Born 1974 in Beijing, China.
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